


or anyone who has ever said, “ It can’t be done,”  Giovanni challenges you to think again:

“ Not only can it be done, but you are the one who is going to get it done!”  Thus begins the

audience’s journey from the limitations of conventional thinking into a world where thinking

like a magician makes anything possible. 

When you think like a magician, Giovanni tells his audience, you open up your mind to 

limitless possibilities that conventional thinking blithely dismisses as impractical or even

impossible. But to succeed in today’s competitive business environment, you need to 

embrace the idea that “ anything is possible”. 

During this hour-long performance, Giovanni brings together his singular blend of mind-bending

showmanship, contagious enthusiasm, high-voltage delivery and outside-the-box thinking to

encourage audience members to break through self-imposed barriers and achieve their very

best. Combining his M.A.G.I.C. formula (Momentum, Attitude, Goals, Imagination, Care)

with unique messaging, proven business tactics and select magic routines customized to your 

company’s specific goals, Anything is Possible will inspire your audience to push past the sky

and reach for new heights, solve problems creatively, and build long-lasting personal and 

professional relationships. 

Outcomes | Giovanni’s clients have reported that this message provides hope, inspiration,

and practical strategies, mixed with astonishment and wonder. The Anything is Possible

performance is a proven success for organizations that would like to experience the 

following outcomes: 

> Reinforcement of your key messages or themes 

> A highly motivated audience 

> Increased teamwork 

> Building loyalty between you and your audience 

> A feel-good experience for your audience 

Giovanni instills a belief that your audience can achieve what appears impossible. After all,

magicians do it every day! Bottom line: Sometimes you need the impossible from your people,

and this program shows them how. 
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“I was very impressed with

the way you interacted

with our participants…

But more importantly, you

imparted critical success

strategies that are the key

to achieving our objec-

tives in the coming year.”

ANDREW D. WOODWARD,JR. 

PRESIDENT 

NATIONSBANK 

“Giovanni bends over

backwards to make sure

his presentations are right

on target with the clients

expectations, and he hits

a home run every time.”

KATHLEEN LARSEN 

PROGRAM CONSULTANT

AMERICAN PROGRAM 

BUREAU, INC. 


